NORWAY DECLARES UNION WITH SWEDEN IS DISSOLVED; STORTHING TELLS KING OSCAR THAT HE IS DETHRONED

STORTHING DECLARES NORWAY INDEPENDENT

Premier Michaelson and Present State Council Empowered to Act as Government Pending New Measures.

Refusal of Oscar to Withdraw Veto of Separate Consular Bill Causes Separation—King Makes Formal Protest.

LAND WORTH $598 A SQUARE FOOT

New York City Real Estate Brings Highest Price in World's History.

PROPERTY OPPOSITE TRINITY CATHEDRAL

Most Valuable Plot on Western Hemisphere Sold to St. Louis Concern.

RUSSIA INDIGNANT AT UNITED STATES

Action of Roosevelt Relative to Warships at Manila Causes Commotion—Treaty Begins Campaign Against Education—Ambassador Is Received by Czar.

SECOND STORM SLEEPS WISCONSIN

Damage to Michigan and Her Sister State Estimated at Three Million Dollars.

ATTACK OF MURDER

YACHTS BY THE KAISER